**Abstract**

Nationwide CF newborn screening in Germany was established in 2016. Through the failsafe section of screening algorithm an IRT > 99.9 percentile is rated screening positive and confirmation diagnostic (Sweat Test) is initiated without any further (e.g. Genetic) testing.

We present the case of a boy with positive CF newborn screening through the failsafe section, but 2 negative sweat tests carried out at 3 weeks and 5 months of age. At 3 years he presented in our hospital with characteristic CF symptoms, e.g. Fatty Stools, for at least 2 years. Sweat test was now pathological, MR imaging showed signs of pulmonary consolidation and bronchiectasis. Genetic diagnostic revealed a compound heterozygosity for CF.

All in all, if there are CF-suspicious symptoms the referral to a CF center and advanced diagnostics are indicated. Furthermore, it is to discuss whether the failsafe arm of German CF newborn screening should be complemented by genetic testing.
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**Introduction**

We present the case of a boy with positive newborn screening and 2 negative sweat tests carried out at 1 and 5 months of age. At 3 years he presented again with characteristic CF symptoms, recurring abdominal pain and fatty stools, starting in the first year of life.

Nationwide CF (cystic fibrosis) newborn screening in Germany was established in 2016 [1]. Through the failsafe section of the screening algorithm an IRT (immunoreactive trypsin) > 99,9 percentile is called “Screening Positive” and the newborn is sent to confirmation diagnostic (sweat test) without any other diagnostic test (Figure 1) [2].
Case report

The patient first presented at our clinic at 1 month of age because of positive newborn screening for CF (IRT: 158.6 ng/ml (> 99.9 percentile), PAP (pancreatitis associated protein) (as additional determination): 6.3 ng/ml (Cut off 2.1 ng/ml)). Pregnancy, delivery and postnatal adaptation were without abnormalities. Two independent sweat tests were performed for confirmation according to the failsafe arm of German diagnostic algorithm. Sweat test were carried out at the age of 3 weeks and 5 months. Results were within normal limits (chloride concentration of 19 mmol/L and 24 mmol/L in 20 µL sweat volume, respectively). Patient was sent back into family paediatrician’s care.

At age 3 we saw a boy with long-lasting abdominal problems with fatty stools. Abdominal sonography revealed a chronically inflamed pancreas with an extended pancreatic duct. Yet the patient presented in good nutritional state (BMI z-score 0.94).

Further medical history included recurring partly febrile episodes of bronchitis in the past as well as one episode of pneumonia. However, there was no increased susceptibility to infection compared to peers.

The retake of sweat test was now pathological (chloride concentration 103 mmol/L in 45 µL sweat). Stool elastase was reduced (<15 µg/g). Blood work showed hypovitaminosis E and K. There were no signs of hepatopathy. MR imaging revealed pulmonary consolidation of the right inferior lobe and dorsobasal bronchiectasis. Bronchoalveolar lavage provided evidence of H. influenzae colonization, which was treated with antibiotics. After start of routine CF therapy including substitution of pancreatic enzymes gastrointestinal symptoms disappeared.

Genetic diagnostics were performed via preliminary sequencing of the CFTR gen (gen locus 7q31.2; reference transcript NM_000492.3) with subsequent sequencing of the accompanying intron/exon junctions of the CFTR-gen. Exon-overlapping deletions and duplications were analysed through MLPA (multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification; MRC-Holland Kit-Nr. P091-D2). Genetic diagnostics revealed a compound heterozygosity (het.c.1521\_1523del; het.c.3000\_3014del). While the 1st mutation is well-known, the 2nd is a mutation of unknown significance causing an in-frame deletion of 15 nucleotides and therefore does not cause a shift of the reading frame. There are only 2 listings in international data bases for this mutation [3,4]. Unfortunately, there was no further information on nutritional state and/or clinical manifestation or references of publication of these cases.

Discussion

We believe that sweat test results of the 1st and 5th month of life were real, since enough sweat volume was obtained and sweat tests were performed independently by two well-trained colleagues. Thus, a methodical error seems unlikely. Even in the CF-SPID (Cystic Fibrosis Screening Positive Inconclusive Disease) diagnostic algorithm, which was developed over the last couple of years, our patient would not have been diagnosed at first since the failsafe arm does not include genetic testing and sweat tests were within normal limit.

Question is whether we need to rethink follow up of positive NBS by failsafe only and repeated confirmation diagnostic. Although there was no increased susceptibility to pulmonal infections one could discuss that the patient should have been referred back to the CF centre for further diagnostics within the first year of life, when recurring abdominal symptoms and fatty stools indicated possible CF symptoms.

Further one can discuss whether this is a very rare mutation showing worsening sweat tests over time like Highsmith mutation [5]. Another CF causing mutation (e. g. in introns) is not excluded up to now, even if this is unlikely. There is a medical need to expand our knowledge about this rare second mutation.

Nevertheless, this case stresses the need for education of general paediatricians about the possible pitfalls of CF-newborn screening. Despite normal weight for his age this boy presented CF typical abdominal clinical signs (fatty stools, abdominal pain) over years before an ultrasound of the abdomen or CF diagnosis was initiated.
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